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We present the systematic picture of alloying and straining effects on the Pt-CO interaction via ab initio
density functional calculations. The results show that alloying neighbors �Ru, Sn, and Mo� and/or compressive
strain increase the valence electron populations of the Pt atoms in the first layers of the modified Pt surfaces.
The larger valence electron population of the Pt atom tends to prevent CO from donating electrons in the
adsorption reaction, resulting in the weak Pt-CO bond. We suggest that the degree of the donation from CO
determines the Pt-CO bond strength.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer electrolyte fuel cells �PEFCs� and their analo-
gous direct methanol fuel cells �DMFCs� are unambiguously
designated to be the power-sources for automotive, residen-
tial, and portable applications of the future.1 For both types
of fuel cells, platinum is normally used as the anode and
cathode catalysts mainly due to its comparatively high cata-
lytic ability and durability. Carbon monoxide �CO� has been
known to block the active sites of the Pt surface and lower
the catalytic activity. In PEFCs, CO-polluted H2 gas is fed to
the Pt anode electrodes if reformate fuel is used. In DMFCs,
on the other hand, CO is formed as an intermediate on the Pt
anode surfaces. Therefore, how we can readily remove CO
from Pt is an important and urgent issue for the stable opera-
tion of the fuel cells.

In order to protect from the “CO poisoning,” Pt is usually
alloyed with a second, or even third, metal element. Ruthe-
nium has been considered to be significantly effective in the
CO tolerance of Pt �Ref. 2 and references therein�. Tin3–5 or
molybdenum6–8 has also been known to promote the CO
tolerance of Pt as a substitute for the rare and expensive Ru.
However, the mechanism by which such alloying metals en-
hance the CO tolerance of Pt has been debated since the
1970s.9–14 Two possible mechanisms have been proposed to
explain the fact that the alloying metal can improve the CO
tolerance of Pt.

One is the “bifunctional mechanism.”9–11 In this mecha-
nism, the alloying metal can dissociate water to form the
active oxidant, i.e., a surface hydroxyl intermediate �M-OH�.
The OH group subsequently oxidizes CO bound to the neigh-
boring Pt, resulting in the low CO coverage. The “bifunc-
tional mechanism” is commonly written as:

Pt-CO + M-OH → Pt + M + CO2 + H+

+ e−�M:alloying metal� �1�

This is considered to be the overall reaction paths, though
each of the elementary steps has yet to be determined. The
active oxygen-containing oxidant has also been proposed as,
e.g., O, OH, H2O, or other forms of the adsorbed oxygen.

The other is the “ligand effect.”12–14 In this mechanism,
the changes in the electronic structure of Pt by the alloying

metal weaken the Pt-CO bond, resulting in the low CO
coverage. In order to explain the “ligand effect,”12–14 the
“d-band center model”15,16 is now acceptable, which is a
simple two-level model describing the coupling of the CO
5� and 2�* states to the metal d valence states, and is
dependent on the position of the d-band center relative to
the Fermi level. However, the “d-band center model”15,16 is
not referred to which of the 5�−d and 2�*−d couplings
is more effective in the metal-CO interaction. We think that
further interpretations of the “ligand effect”12–14 may be
encouraged.

In addition to alloying, a current topic in surface modifi-
cations has been to tune the surface catalysis by externally
straining. The catalytic activities have been observed to no-
ticeably change, e.g., when thin films are strained by either
pseudomorphic growth on lattice-mismatched substrates17,18

or implantation of inert gas bubbles in surfaces.19,20 Some
theoretical groups have confirmed the changes in the CO
adsorption energies on strained surfaces.21–23 In order to in-
terpret the straining effect, the “d-band center model”15,16 has
also been adopted,21,22 indicating that it is relevant to the
alloying effect.

It is now generally accepted that periodic slab models can
obtain accurate molecular adsorption energies on surfaces.
However, theorists encountered a serious problem that most
calculations based on the density functional theory
�DFT�24,25 at the generalized gradient approximation �GGA�
level using periodic slab models of surfaces cannot correctly
reproduce the top-site preference for the CO adsorption on
Pt�111�.26–28 Since then, the “puzzle”26–28 has caused few
calculations of the CO/Pt�111� system using periodic slab
models within the DFT-GGA. However, the “puzzle”26–28 is
being solved by the cluster-based calculations with hybrid
exchange-correlation functionals,29,30 or by the slab-based
calculations with elaborate methodologies.31–33 We, there-
fore, think that one of the state-of-the-art methods of today to
compute the Pt-CO bond strengths is DFT-based calculations
employing hybrid functionals, which describe the highest oc-
cupied molecular orbital �HOMO�-lowest unoccupied mo-
lecular orbital �LUMO� gap of CO more adequately than the
pure functionals.29,30 To our knowledge, there are several
DFT-based calculations on the CO/Pt-based alloy
cluster34–39 and slab40–42 systems. Ishikawa et al.34–39 for ex-
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ample, have extensively confirmed a series of the CO ad-
sorption, CH3OH oxidation and H2O dissociation on various
Pt-based alloy cluster substrates within the framework of the
“bifunctional mechanism”9–11 and “ligand effect.”12–14

In this article, we systematically investigate the CO inter-
action with the Pt�111� modified by alloying and straining, in
relation to the geometric, vibrational, electronic, and ener-
getic properties, toward more comprehensive understanding
of the mechanism for the CO tolerance of Pt.

II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

We first evaluate the CO adsorption on Pt�111�, Ru�0001�,
and Ru�Sn��Mo�-modified Pt�111�. We then compare the ac-
tivation barriers for sliding CO from a metal atom to the
nearest neighbor via the bridge site �viz., top-bridge-top
path� to systematically consider the CO accessibility to the
metal sites. Figure 1 shows the metal surface model con-
structed by 15 metal atoms, where 10 and 5 atoms are set in
the first and second layers, respectively. For all the calcula-
tions, the CO axis is fixed perpendicular to the surface, while
the surface-C and C-O distances are allowed to relax. Mi and
Mf denote the positions of the CO-adsorbed metal atoms at
the initial and final states, respectively. X denotes the CO
position relative to the Mi on the Mi-Mf axis. The previous
experimental studies12,14 showed that alloying effect on the
CO electrooxidation significantly exhibits when the alloying
metal is present in the first layer of a surface. It can be seen
from the previous theoretical studies38,39 that the position of
the alloying metal is not so largely changed as to affect the
energetics of reactions. In order to represent the Pt�111�
modified by the alloying metals �Ru, Sn, and Mo�, therefore,
the Pt atom at the Mf in the first layer of the Pt�111� is
simply replaced with the corresponding metal atom. A
pseudomorphic Sn�Mo� monolayer on Pt�111�
�Sn�Mo�ML/Pt�111�� is constructed by replacing all the Pt
atoms in the first layer with Sn�Mo� atoms for a comparison
with the Sn�Mo�-modified Pt�111�. The lattice constant �a of
Fig. 1� is fixed to that of the bulk �2.77 Å43 for the Pt�111�,
Ru�Sn��Mo�-modified Pt�111� and Sn�Mo�ML/Pt�111�, and
2.71 Å43 for the Ru�0001��.

We next evaluate the CO adsorption on strained Pt�111� to
discuss the straining effect on the adsorption properties. The
strain for Pt�111� is represented by changing the lattice con-
stants �a of Fig. 1� to 2.60 Å for a compressive strain, and
conversely to 3.00 Å for a tensile strain, respectively. More-
over, only the position of the Pt atom neighboring to the
CO-adsorbed Pt atom is swung to consider the localized
strain.

In this study, we mainly allow for the top CO/surface
systems because CO tends to adsorb on top of late transition
metal surfaces such as Pt�111� and Ru�0001�.44–49 We treat
all the systems as non-spin-polarized and preliminarily con-
firmed that all the surface models are adequate to discuss the
above reactions on the realistic nonmagnetic surfaces with-
out any terminal effects depending on the cluster size.

We perform all the calculations based on the density func-
tional theory �DFT�24,25 with the Becke-Perdew-Wang
�B3PW91� hybrid exchange-correlation functional,50,51 the
6-31G�d , p� basis set52 for C and O, and the Hay-Wadt
�LANL2DZ� basis set53–55 for all the metal atoms �Pt, Ru,
Sn, and Mo�, as implemented in the GAUSSIAN 03 suite of
programs.56 All electron populations are represented using
the natural bond orbital �NBO� analysis.57

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. CO adsorption on alloyed Pt(111)

CO tends to molecularly adsorb on Pt�111�.58,59 The CO
dissociation may not occur even on the alloyed Pt�111� be-
cause Pt is, in fact, considered the main component of the
alloyed surfaces due to the possible segregation of the alloy-
ing metals. For simplicity, therefore, we preclude the possi-
bility of the CO dissociation. Table I gives the CO adsorption
energies, bond distances, and vibrational frequencies of the
top CO/Pt�111�, CO/Ru�0001�, CO/Ru�Sn� �Mo�-modified
Pt�111� and CO/Sn�Mo�ML/Pt�111� along with the experi-
mental data if available.44–49 The predicted bond distances
and vibrational frequencies of the top CO/Pt�111� and
CO/Ru�0001� are in good agreement with the experimental
results.44–49 Considering the agreement with the experimen-
tal results,44–49 and the large mass-difference between CO
and the metals, the allowance to relax the metal atoms
may not be so effective. We additionally confirmed the top-
site preferences for the CO adsorptions on Pt�111� and
Ru�0001�.

Neighbored by a Ru atom, the Pt-CO bond is weakened
�Eads :1.853 eV→1.715 eV� due to the “ligand effect.”12–14

Surrounded by Pt atoms, on the other hand, the Ru-CO bond
is significantly strengthened �Eads :1.906 eV→2.472 eV�. In
the case of the top CO/Sn�Mo�-modified Pt�111�, the Pt-CO
bond is also weakened �Eads :1.853 eV→1.729�1.610� eV�
due to the “ligand effect.”12–14 However, the Sn�Mo�-CO
bond is weaker �Eads :0.368�1.446� eV� than the Pt-CO bond.
These trends of the alloying effects by Ru, Sn, and Mo are in
good agreement with the previous computational
results.34–37,40,41 However, a pure functional suggests a dif-
ferent tendency of Mo from ours.42 Our results imply that
CO prefers the Ru site of the Ru-modified Pt�111� and the Pt
site of the Sn�Mo�-modified Pt�111�.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the metal surface model
constructed by 15 metal atoms, where 10 and 5 atoms are set in the
first and second layers, respectively. Mi and Mf denote the positions
of the CO-adsorbed metal atoms at the initial and final states, re-
spectively. X denotes the CO position relative to the
Mi on the Mi-Mf axis. a denotes the lattice constant.
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In order to clarify the CO preferences, we systematically
consider the CO accessibility to the metal sites. Figure 2
show the minimum potential energy curves for the
CO/Pt�111�, CO/Ru�0001�, and CO/Ru�Sn��Mo�-modified
Pt�111� as a function of the Mi-X distance on the Mi-Mf axis
�see Fig. 1�. In Fig. 2�c�, the activation barrier for sliding
from Ru to Pt on the Ru-modified Pt�111� is significantly
high �1.069 eV� as compared to the Pt→Pt�0.360 eV� on the
Pt�111� �see Fig. 2�a��, Ru→Ru�0.349 eV� on the Ru�0001�
�see Fig. 2�b��, and Pt→Ru�0.311 eV� on the Ru-modified
Pt�111� �see Fig. 2�c��. In Fig. 2�d�, the activation barrier for
sliding from Pt to Sn on the Sn-modified Pt�111� is much
higher �1.629 eV� than the Sn→Pt�0.269 eV�. In Fig. 2�e�,
the activation barrier for sliding from Pt to Mo on the Mo-
modified Pt�111� is also higher �0.323 eV� than the Mo
→Pt�0.160 eV�. The allowance to tilt CO may lower the
activation barriers. However, the significant barriers beyond
the differences of the adsorption energies on both metal sites
are not involved holding perpendicular to the surface. As a
result, the CO accessibility is roughly determined by the dif-
ferences of the adsorption energies on the both metal sites.
Therefore, we have demonstrated that CO tends to localize
on the Ru site of the Ru-modified Pt�111� and the Pt site of
the Sn�Mo�-modified Pt�111�.

Table II gives the atomic charges and electronic configu-
rations of the metal atoms centered in the first layers of
the isolated Pt�111�, Ru�0001�, Ru�Sn��Mo�-modified

TABLE I. CO adsorption energies Eads, bond distances d and vibrational frequencies � of the top
CO/Pt�111�, CO/Ru�0001�, CO/Ru�Sn��Mo�-modified Pt�111�, and CO/Sn�Mo�ML/Pt�111� along with the
experimental data if available. �Refs. 44–49�. Each of the adsorption energies is relative to the sum of the
total energies of the isolated CO and corresponding substrate. M denotes the CO-adsorbed metal atom.

Surface Site Eads �eV� d�M-C� �Å� d�C-O� �Å� ��M-C� �cm−1� ��C-O� �cm−1�

Pt�111� Top Pt 1.853 1.856 1.148 495 2139

Exp. �Ref. 44�a 1.85±0.10 1.15±0.10

Exp. �Ref. 45�b 470 2100

Exp. �Ref. 46�c 467 2104

Ru�0001� Top Ru 1.906 1.856 1.162 487 2008

Exp. �Ref. 47�d 1.93±0.04 1.10±0.05

Exp. �Ref. 48�e 445 1980–2080

Exp. �Ref. 49�f 447 1990

Ru-modified Top Pt 1.715 1.857 1.149 491 2135

Pt�111� Top Ru 2.472 1.848 1.155 518 2073

Sn-modified Top Pt 1.729 1.861 1.148 489 2136

Pt�111� Top Sn 0.368 3.150 1.134 47 2238

Mo-modified Top Pt 1.610 1.866 1.149 485 2133

Pt�111� Top Mo 1.446 2.067 1.146 350 2093

SnML/Pt�111� Top Sn 0.092 3.470 1.135 52 2226

MoML/Pt�111� Top Mo 1.755 2.027 1.160 453 2024

aLow energy electron diffraction �LEED�, CO coverage ��CO�=0.3.
bElectron energy loss spectroscopy �EELS�, �CO=0.24.
cReflection absorption infrared spectroscopy �RAIRS�, �CO=0.5.
dLEED, �CO=0.33.
eEELS, �CO=0.07.
fRAIRS, �CO=0.33

FIG. 2. Minimum potential energy curves for the �a�
CO/Pt�111�, �b� CO/Ru�0001�, �c� CO/Ru-modified Pt�111�, �d�
CO/Sn-modified Pt�111�, and �e� CO/Mo-modified Pt�111� as a
function of the Mi-X distance on the Mi-Mf axis �see Fig. 1�, re-
spectively. Each of the minimum potential energies is relative to the
total energy of the corresponding top CO-adsorbed substrate.
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Pt�111�, and Sn�Mo�ML/Pt�111�. The degree of the electron
transfer between two metal atoms depends on the electrone-
gativity of each metal atom. In the case of the Ru-modified
Pt�111�, the electron transfer from the Ru atom to the Pt atom
occurs because the electronegativities �Pauling scale� of Pt
and Ru are 2.28 and 2.20, respectively. As a result, the va-
lence electron population of the Pt atom increases
�q�Pt� :0.000→−0.066�. The weaker Pt-CO bond for the
CO/Ru-modified Pt�111� �see Table I� indicates that the
larger valence electron population of the Pt atom is less fa-
vorable for the CO adsorption. On the other hand, the va-
lence electron population of the Ru atom decreases �q�Ru� :
−0.111→−0.061�. The stronger Ru-CO bond for the
CO/Ru-modified Pt�111� �see Table I� indicates that the
smaller valence electron population of the Ru atom is more
favorable for the CO adsorption. In the case of the Sn-
modified Pt�111�, the electron transfer from the Sn atom to
the Pt atom occurs because the electronegativities �Pauling
scale� of Pt and Sn are 2.28 and 1.96, respectively. As a
result, the larger electron population �q�Pt� :0.000→
−0.146� of the Pt atom weakens the Pt-CO bond �see Table I�
for a similar reason to the Pt-CO bond for the
CO/Ru-modified Pt�111�. On the other hand, the Sn atom
has the fully occupied d orbitals, resulting in the significantly
weak Sn-CO bond �see Table I�, which is still stronger than
the Sn-CO bond for the CO/SnML/Pt�111� �see Table I�. The
stronger Sn-CO bond for the CO/Sn-modified Pt�111� �see
Table I� indicates that the smaller valence electron popula-
tion �q�Sn� :−0.095→0.191� of the Sn atom is more favor-
able for the CO adsorption for a similar reason to the Ru-CO
bond for the CO/Ru-modified Pt�111�. In the case of the
Mo-modified Pt�111�, the electron transfer from the Mo atom
to the Pt atom occurs because the electronegativities �Pauling
scale� of Pt and Mo are 2.28 and 2.16, respectively. Conse-
quently, the larger electron population �q�Pt� :0.000→
−0.073� of the Pt atom weakens the Pt-CO bond �see Table I�
for a similar reason to the Pt-CO bond for the
CO/Ru-modified Pt�111�. On the other hand, the Mo-CO
bond is comparatively weak �see Table I�, and moreover is
weaker than the Mo-CO bond for the CO/MoML/Pt�111�
�see Table I�. The weaker Mo-CO bond for the

CO/Mo-modified Pt�111� �see Table I� indicates that the
smaller valence electron population �q�Mo� :−0.143
→0.030� of the Mo atom is less favorable for the CO ad-
sorption, which is reverse to the other metal-CO bonds.

Based on our results, we provide the following scenario as
a possible mechanism for the CO tolerance of Pt by Ru, Sn,
and Mo. There is supposed to be both the Pt and alloying
metal sites in the alloyed Pt surfaces. When CO contained in
H2 gas adsorbs on the Ru-modified Pt surface, the Pt sites
tend to be free from CO, and thus activate H2 even in the
presence of CO because CO on the Pt site tends to move to
the Ru site. On the other hand, CO on the Ru site tends to be
readily oxidized to CO2 with an oxygen-containing species
on the surface.60,61 When CO moving from the Pt site toward
the Ru site is oxidized with the oxygen-containing species on
the Ru site, the mechanism is rationalized in terms of the
“bifunctional mechanism.”9–11 On the Sn-modified and Mo-
modified Pt surfaces, however, CO tends to localize on the Pt
sites and, therefore, be oxidized with the oxygen-containing
species on the alloying metal site depending on the “bifunc-
tional mechanism”9–11 as experimentally observed.3–8 Unlike
CO, OH which is a possible oxygen-containing species tends
to strongly adsorb on various metals.35–39,41,42 On the whole,
we think that independence from the “bifunctional

FIG. 3. CO adsorption energies on the localized-strained Pt�111�
as a function of the coordinate of the neighboring Pt atom at the Mf

along the Mi-Mf axis relative to the original position, where the Mi

side corresponds to minus �see Fig. 1 and the inset in this figure�.

TABLE II. Atomic charges q and electronic configurations of the metal atoms centered in the first layers of the isolated Pt�111�,
Ru�0001�, Ru�Sn��Mo�-modified Pt�111�, and Sn�Mo�ML/Pt�111�. The values in parentheses are the differences from the electronic configu-
ration of the pristine Pt�111�. M denotes the corresponding metal atom.

Surface Metal q�M� Electronic configuration

Pt�111� Pt 0.000 �core� 5d9.066s0.816p0.056d0.027s0.017p0.06

Ru�0001� Ru −0.111 �core� 4d7.315s0.715p0.035d0.026p0.05

Ru-modified Pt −0.066 �core� 5d9.15�+0.09�6s0.80�−0.01�6p0.056d0.027s0.017p0.05�−0.01�
Pt�111� Ru −0.061 �core� 4d7.335s0.615p0.035d0.026p0.07

Sn-modified Pt −0.146 �core� 5d9.27�+0.21�6s0.76�−0.05�6p0.07�+0.02�6d0.027s0.017p0.03�−0.03�
Pt�111� Sn 0.191 �core� 5s1.255p2.526p0.03

Mo-modified Pt −0.073 �core� 5d9.17�+0.11�6s0.80�−0.01�6p0.056d0.027s0.017p0.05�−0.01�
Pt�111� Mo 0.030 �core� 4d5.135s0.665p0.045d0.066p0.08

SnML/Pt�111� Sn −0.095 �core� 5s1.195p2.886p0.02

MoML/Pt�111� Mo −0.143 �core� 4d5.395s0.675p0.015d0.056p0.04
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mechanism”9–11 in the removal of CO from Pt may be a
possible reason why the well-known Ru is comparatively
effective in the CO tolerance of Pt �Ref. 2 and references
therein�.

B. CO adsorption on strained Pt(111)

Table III gives the CO adsorption energies, bond dis-
tances, and vibrational frequencies of the top CO/Pt�111� as
a function of the lattice constant �a of Fig. 1�. The Pt-CO
bond is weakened �Eads :1.853 eV→1.309 eV� as the lattice
constant decreases, and vice versa �Eads :1.853 eV
→2.313 eV�. This trend is similar to that of the
CO/Ru�0001� by Mavrikakis et al.21

Table IV gives the atomic charges and electronic configu-
rations of the Pt atoms centered in the first layers of the
isolated Pt�111� as a function of the lattice constant. The
valence electron population of the Pt atom increases
�q�Pt� :0.000→−0.072� as the lattice constant decreases, and
vice versa �q�Pt� :0.000→0.021�. As a result, the larger va-
lence electron population of the Pt atom weakens the Pt-CO
bond, and vice versa. This trend is in good agreement with
that of the alloying effect on the Pt-CO interaction as shown
in Sec. III A. Therefore, we have demonstrated that the larger
�smaller� valence electron population in the compressive-
strained �tensile-strained� Pt�111� tends to repel �attract� CO.
Note that this relation to the straining effect is not always
true for other metals as pointed out by Pala et al.23 The
relation may be reversed for the metals with the originally
small d electron populations such as Mo, which is implied in
Sec. III A.

In order to consider the localized strain for Pt�111�, we
vary only the position of the neighboring Pt atom at the Mf
along the Mi-Mf axis �see Fig. 1�. Figure 3 shows the CO
adsorption energies as a function of the coordinate of the
neighboring Pt atom at the Mf along the Mi-Mf axis relative
to the original position, where the Mi side corresponds to
minus �see Fig. 1 and the inset in Fig. 3�. In Fig. 3, the Pt-CO
bond tends to be weakened as the neighboring Pt atom ap-

proaches the CO-adsorbed Pt atom, and vice versa. There-
fore, it can be seen that the specific straining effect qualita-
tively supports the above dependence of the Pt-CO bond
strength on the lattice constant.

C. Underlying factor determining CO interaction with Pt

In the CO adsorption on a metal surface, the metal-CO
bond strength depends on both the donation �from the bond-
ing orbitals of the CO to the antibonding orbitals of the
metal� and the back-donation �from the bonding orbitals of
the metal to the antibonding orbitals of the CO�.62 In particu-
lar, the metal-C and C-O bond strengths strongly depend on
the donation and back-donation, respectively.

Figure 4 �5� shows the CO adsorption energies on the
Pt�111� considered in this study as functions of the Pt-C and
C-O distances �stretching frequencies�, respectively. In Fig.
4, the Pt-CO bond tends to be weakened as the Pt-C distance
is long, and vice versa. On the other hand, the Pt-CO bond
strength does not strongly correlate with the C-O distance.
Moreover, the C-O distance is hardly changed. In Fig. 5, the
Pt-CO bond tends to be weakened as the Pt-C stretching
frequency decreases, and vice versa. On the other hand, the
Pt-CO bond strength does not strongly correlate with the
C-O stretching frequency. Moreover, the C-O stretching fre-
quency is hardly changed. This trend agrees with the sugges-
tion by Wasileski et al.63 that there is no clear-cut relation-
ship between the metal-C and C-O stretching frequencies for
the CO/Pt-group �111�. Our results indicate that the Pt-C
bonding is more dominant to the Pt-CO bond strength than
the C-O bonding. Therefore, we have demonstrated that the
degree of the donation from CO is more effective in the
Pt-CO bond strength than that of the back-donation to CO.

On the Pt-C sides of Figs. 4 and 5, the Pt-CO bond
strength tends to be weakened as the valence electron popu-
lation of the Pt atom in the first layer of the Pt surface in-
creases, and vice versa. This indicates that the donation tends
to decrease as the valence electron population of the Pt atom
in the first layer of the Pt surface increases, and vice versa.

TABLE III. CO adsorption energies Eads, bond distances d and vibrational frequencies � of the top
CO/Pt�111� as a function of the lattice constant a �see Fig. 1�. Each of the adsorption energies is relative to
the sum of the total energies of the isolated CO and corresponding substrate.

a �Å� Eads �eV� d�Pt-C� �Å� d�C-O� �Å� ��Pt-C� �cm−1� ��C-O� �cm−1�

2.60 1.309 1.885 1.147 462 2142

2.77 �bulk� 1.853 1.856 1.148 495 2139

3.00 2.313 1.817 1.150 549 2141

TABLE IV. Atomic charges q and electronic configurations of the Pt atoms centered in the first layers of the isolated Pt�111� as a function
of the lattice constant a �see Fig. 1�. The values in parentheses are the differences from the electronic configuration of the pristine Pt�111�.

a �Å� q�Pt� Electronic configuration

2.60 −0.072 �core� 5d9.10�+0.04�6s0.82�+0.01�6p0.11�+0.06�6d0.027s0.017p0.03�−0.03�
2.77 �bulk� 0.000 �core� 5d9.066s0.816p0.056d0.027s0.017p0.06

3.00 0.021 �core� 5d9.11�+0.05�6s0.79�−0.02�6p0.04�−0.01�6d0.01�−0.01�7s0.017p0.03�−0.03�
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However, this trend is reversed in the case of the Mo-CO
bond strength as implied in Secs. III A and III B. Figure 6
shows the highest occupied molecular orbitals �HOMOs� and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals �LUMOs� of the iso-
lated Pt�111�, Mo-modified Pt�111�, and MoML/Pt�111�. In
Fig. 6, both energies of the HOMO �−5.709 eV� and LUMO
�−5.166 eV� of the isolated Pt�111� are significantly low,
which is in good agreement with the experimental work
function ��5.7 eV� of Pt, and are shifted up as the propor-
tion of Mo increases. This indicates that the back-donation
from Mo is more favorable due to the smaller energy-
difference from the LUMO �−0.614 eV� of CO. Comparing
the CO/Mo-modified Pt�111� �Mo site� with the
CO/MoML/Pt�111�, the C-O distance �stretching frequency�
is explicitly changed from 1.160 Å �2024 cm−1� to 1.146 Å
�2093 cm−1� �see Table I�. This indicates that the back-
donation is effective in the Mo-CO bond strength. Therefore,
the reversed trend may be attributed to the decreased back-
donation from the smaller d electron population of the Mo
atom. Figure 7 shows the CO adsorption energies on the
Pt�111� considered in this study as a function of the 5d or-
bital population of the Pt atom centered in the first layer of
the isolated Pt�111�. In Fig. 7, the Pt-CO bond strength tends
to be weakened as the Pt�5d� orbital population increases
when the difference from the electronic configuration of the
pristine Pt�111� is mainly due to the 5d electrons, i.e., in the
case of the Ru�Mo�-modified Pt�111� �see Table II�. How-
ever, the Pt-CO bond strength does not strongly correlate
with the Pt�5d� orbital population, and the electrons from CO
tend to be donated to other valence orbitals of the Pt when
the alloying neighbor has no d electrons in the valence elec-

trons, i.e., in the case of the Sn-modified Pt�111� �see Table
II�, and when the surface is in the energetically excited state,
i.e., in the case of the strained Pt�111� �see Table IV�.

IV. CONCUDING REMARKS

We systematically confirmed the role of alloying and
straining in the Pt-CO interaction. The results show that al-
loying neighbors �Ru, Sn, and Mo� and/or compressive strain
increase the valence electron populations of the Pt atoms in
the first layers of the modified Pt surfaces. Consequently, the
effect tends to decrease the donation from CO in the adsorp-
tion reaction, resulting in the weak Pt-CO bond. We demon-
strated that the Pt-CO bond strength strongly depends on the
Pt-C bonding and, therefore, concluded that the degree of the
donation determines the Pt-CO bond strength.
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